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“It’s by no means too late to be who you may have been.”~ George Eliot,
19th Century English novelistOne of the largest hurdles people over 50
have to overcome is the mindset about their age.…a valid excuse to give
up on your dreams.…a valid excuse for inaction.”Yes, age group is the
number of candles on a birthday cake, and a stark fact of what to
come.…a deal breaker... But getting older isn’t.Here are 50 individuals
who overcame the very same things you are facing at this time.…a limit
on success.” But as we all know, getting older has specific obstacles
such as dwindling health, limited income, and the end of long-time
careers accompanied by “right now what in the heck carry out I do?
There’s a vintage cliché of “age group ain’t nothin’ but lots.…a reason
you can’t start a business or any various other new venture. Let them
show you the best way to outrageous achievement and happiness no matter
your actual age or circumstances.
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This book is a compilation of stories of 50 people who achieved success
following the age of 50. Some of these people are famous and some of
them are unknown, but most became larger successes after 50 or 60 than
that they had been before. An excellent collection of well known people
and what they accomplished in their later years. Extremely motivating
Amazing stories of men and women who found achievement (or indeed more
achievement) late in life. Interesting read, short and to the point. I
have no excuses now, therefore i better get working! worth the browse!!!
"It's Never to Past due. I applaud his attempts to present these stories
in a good collection. I also found it be extremely motivating and the
tales are short also to the point. Filled with examples of men and women
who found success once they had reached 50 years and whats a lot more
unexpected is that several of them were well previous that age! It was
worth enough time and money. Open oneself to new ideas!.! If they can do
it I could do it. That is absolutely fantastic. At 66 years of age and
lately having lost employment reading this book has provided me the
insight to reinvent myself and continue steadily to live life instead of
sitting on the porch watching the grass develop and the paint dry. Tank
you Vic and I am reading more of your books in future.. I am pretty sure
I've quoting this book going back couple of years, without knowing
it...specifically for the 50+ age group. You are never too old to learn
and begin something new.t A great collection of popular people and what
they accomplished ... Simply the title is intriguing. This is inspiring
for me as an almost 56-year aged who has attained some success, but not
to almost the extent Personally i think I'm capable of. I do. It
deserved 5 celebrities very interesting book.!.." supplies the incentive
to go for it. Great Inspiration at it's best. Short venues that are
readable and really show it is truly to never late and you are never too
old to accomplish your dreams INSPIRING AND Worthy of THE INVESTMENT..
Obtain it and READ IT! ..!in both time and money.As the seniors now
reach so-called pension, having done in many cases function that made
their living but not probably 'their life', these stories of people who
kept in the years ahead productively cannot help but be inspiring to all
or any of us. Lifestyle doesn't end because we're approaching what
culture deems as "retirement age". This was a very interesting book and
getting over 50 myself, has just given me wish that it is to never late
to get some of those things done on the bucket list. This book includes
a powerful encouraging message that it's never too late . . I honestly
believe that is a genuine statement for so multiple reasons. When my
girl was in 7th quality her teacher told her it had been too late. Well
obviously it had been not too late for whatever it was. In order
teachers, mentors and the tone of voice within state this phrase as
often as possible. Retire or Refire Being less than a month from 67, I
was thinking about the successes of these late-life busybodies shown in
this book. In fact, life may just begin at that point! Drives home age
is just a amount! But I was also surprised at the Olympians and body



builders who have been within their 70s and 80s! I am a writer now, so
am encouraged by the tales of prolific authors within their 60s, 70s,
and even 80s. Extremely motivating for anyone that might be tempted to
give up due to advance age. Great read! Retirement will be the third
stage of my rocket ship called Life. If you are over 50 like me and need
a little boost or motivation, read this. Wonderful assortment of
inspirational stories! 2 Thumbs up.Inspiring and Interesting Vic Johnson
offers quick 2-page stories of people who've achieved their dreams or
found great achievement, after the age of 50. The writer didn't write
anything original right here but the tales he gathered are extremely
encouraging and inspirational. I purchased this book for my 63 calendar
year old husband who finds it challenging to think about new ways to end
up being "useful and relevant" as of this age of near retirement. You
may be suprised who the success tales are about I really liked it. If
nothing at all else it will plant the seed and get you convinced that
you CAN achieve success by following something you are passionate about.
Excellent Title! I simply ordered the book and can't wait to do a
review. I may have forgotten see this name... mini-case studies- not a
lot of depth and would've enjoyed more business instances but I enjoyed
it and found ... Inspiring mini-case studies- not a lot of depth and
would've loved more business cases but I liked it and found it inspiring
Happy Nice book again Vic kinda in a funk now this might be what i have
to break on through. Peace
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